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Abstract
In this work, we analyze the Higgs sector of the minimal S(3)-invariant extension of the Standard Model
is performed. Considering three Higgs fields, which are SU(2) doublets, and CP invariant, we compute
the exact and analytical physical Higgs boson masses in terms of the Higgs potential parameters and the
scalar Higgs matrix rotation angle θS and w3 (tan θP = tan θC = tan
−1 ω3), related to the pseudoscalar and
charged Higgs matrix rotation angles θP and θC respectively. Furthermore, within this model we can also
write down in an explicit form the trilinear self-couplings λijk in terms of the Higgs masses and two free
parameters, θS and w3. Moreover, we show that the Higgs masses and trilinear Higgs bosons self-couplings
are closely linked to the Higgs potential structure given by the discrete symmetry S(3), which can be helpful
to distinguish this model from other extensions. In our analysis the lightest Higgs boson mass is taken to
be fixed to 125 GeV. In concordance with the results reported in the literature for other Standard Model
extensions, it find that the numerical values λijk of the minimal S(3)-invariant extension of the Standard
Model are significantly different from the trilinear Higgs self-coupling of the Standard Model.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the Standard Model (SM) the electroweak gauge bosons and the fundamental matter particles
acquire masses through the interaction with a scalar field. The Higgs boson is an essential part of
the SM upon the electroweak spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). The Higgs mechanism [1] of
SSB in the context of the SM is being tested for internal consistency. The discovery of the Higgs
boson candidate on July 2012 is one of the major goals of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [2–4].
Although the mass of the Higgs boson was measured with a good approximation value (125 GeV),
several properties as the spin, the Higgs self-couplings and fermionic-bosonic Higgs boson couplings
must be measured. Several works on this were done by A. Djouadi et al. [5, 6], J. Baglio et al. [7],
P. Osland et al. [8–11], and as well as [12, 13].
These days it remains to be seen if the new boson with a mass of 125 GeV, observed in the CMS
experiment at LHC and corresponding to the scalar in the SM, is of ultimate importance to analyze
the mechanism of spontaneous symmetry breaking in models which include a larger number of scalar
bosons [4, 5]. Different aspects of models including three and more Higgs doublets have also been
studied, with and without discrete symmetries (see for instance [14]). Several extensions of the
SM, such as the S(3) extended Standard Model [15–18], the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) [19], and the general two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) [20, 21] have a more
complicated Higgs structure. An extended Standard Model with three SU(2) Higgs doublets has
a more complicated Higgs potential structure with 54 free parameters.
On the other hand, in the absence of mass the Lagrangian is chiral and invariant with respect
to any permutation of the left and right quark and lepton fields. As a consequence, the left and
right quark and lepton fields are transformed independently under the flavour group. When the
gauge symmetry is broken by the Higgs mechanism, all of the particles acquire mass. In the gauge
basis the charged currents are diagonal, but the quark and lepton physical masses are found by
diagonalization of their corresponding mass matrix. This way, the charged currents J±µ are invariant
under the transformations of the flavour symmetry group if and only if the up and down quark
fields are transformed with the same flavour group. Thus, the charged current invariance condition
under the family symmetry group implies that the up and down quark fields are transformed with
the same group.
When the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken, the quarks and leptons, as well as the
gauge bosons W±, Z and the Higgs particle acquire mass. Under exact S(3) symmetry and only
one SU(2) Higgs doublet field, the mass spectrum for either up or down quark sectors consists of
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one massive particle (top and bottom quarks) in a singlet irreducible representation (irrep) and a
pair of massless particles in a doublet irrep. The S(3) group treats three objects symmetrically,
while the hierarchical nature of the mass matrices is a consequence of the representation structure
1 + 2 of S(3), which treats the generations differently. The S(3) group is non-Abelian and has a
doublet and a singlet in its irrep. In order to properly generate non trivial quark and lepton mass
matrices, the Higgs sector has to be flavour extended too, introducing three SU(2) Higgs doublet
fields Hi, i = 1, 2, 3, which also transform as the irrep under S(3) [18]. That is, one Higgs field
in a singlet and the other two in a doublet irrep of S(3). The S(3) flavour symmetry imposes
some constrains on the Higgs potential and in the end, after spontaneous symmetry breaking of
the S(3)HDM, the 12 × 12 Higgs mass matrix can be exactly and analytically diagonalized, and
the physical Higgs masses become known as functions of ten free parameters and the vacuum
expectation values (vev’s). The Higgs spectrum of the model consists of five neutral and four
charged Higgs bosons; three neutral Higgs bosons (h0, H1,2) are CP-even, whereas two neutral
Higgs bosons (A1,2) are CP-odd.
Up to now, the particle observed at LHC is a particle in the physical spectrum of the Higgs
boson of the SM. It is not known if there are one or many Higgs bosons. An indication of the
presence of one Higgs boson or an extended Higgs sector, as the one proposed in the S(3)-invariant
extension of the Standard Model, could be found at the Large Hadron Collider [22–24].
A precise measurement of the trilinear Higgs self-couplings will also make it possible to test ex-
tended Higgs models, which have a different Higgs potential structure , and hence different trilinear
Higgs couplings as compared to SM. The S(3) flavour group is the simplest flavour symmetry group;
it imposes constrains that makes it even simpler than the 2HDM. In particular, the model can eas-
ily accommodate all of the quark and lepton mixing matrices [25–32]. In spite of the complicated
nature of the Higgs potential, it is possible to study in detail the trilinear couplings to the CP-even,
CP-odd and charged Higgs bosons in the S(3)HDM . Thus, in the CP-conserving case, there are
allowed trilinear Higgs scalar couplings which can be labelled as λijk with i, j, k = h0, H1, H2, all
even in the number of A, involving the CP-odd Higgs boson. Thus, in the case of the S(3)HDM
there are a total of ten trilinear Higgs scalar couplings.
On the other hand, the introduction of additional symmetries to SM open up to understand the
replication of families in that. Interesting extended models have been proposed in the literature
(see for instance [33] and references therein, for a review on the subject). One flavour discrete
symmetry such as S(3) is the minimal discrete group that reproduces the fermionic masses and
mixing matrices [30, 31, 34].
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We study quantitatively the trilinear Higgs couplings, and compare these couplings to the
corresponding Standard Model trilinear Higgs coupling in some regions of the parameter space. In
particular, we are interested on the trilinear (λSMHHH) and quartic (λ
SM
HHHH) self-couplings. As we
know, SM has just one trilinear self-coupling λSMHHH , which is given by λ
SM
HHH = 3m
2
H/v, where v
is the vacuum expectation value (v = 246 GeV). Writing the free parameters as a function of the
physical Higgs masses, the trilinear Higgs couplings of the model may be determined in terms of
seven Higgs mass eigenvalues, one free parameter θS and the vev ratio tanω3 ≡ 2v2/v3.
In this paper we investigate the trilinear self-couplings of the S(3) extended Standard Model,
including an extended S(3) Higgs boson sector. In the literature there are other extensions of the
SM, such as the two Higgs doublet model (THDM) [20] which also has 10 free parameters plus
two vev’s. In this models there are several trilinear Higgs couplings, with a more complicated
dependence on the underlying masses. We assume that spontaneous CP violation does not occur.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we present some remarks about the S(3) flavour
symmetry and its Lagrangian, the Higgs sector of the S(3) extended model, and the form of the
Higgs mass matrix; in section III we focus on the trilinear self-couplings of neutral Higgs bosons
whereas the details of the numerical results are presented in section IV, and finally we present our
conclusions in section V.
II. THE S(3) EXTENDED HIGGS DOUBLET MODEL
The Lagrangian LH of the S(3) extended Higgs sector incorporates three complex scalar SU(2)
doublets fields. Such a theory is based on purely aesthetic grounds: in view of the family replication
of the elementary fermion spectrum one can speculate that this flavour symmetry is the symmetry
of the fundamental particles, and an analogous flavour symmetry principle might work for the
Higgs sector as well:
LHi = [DµHS ]2 + [DµH1]2 + [DµH2]2 − V (H1, H2, HS) , (1)
where Dµ is the usual covariant derivative, the scalar potential V (H1, H2, HS) is the most general
Higgs potential invariant under SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × S(3) [35, 36], and in our case, the
discrete flavour symmetry S(3) Higgs doublets for this model are:
H1 =
 φ1 + iφ4
φ7 + iφ10
 , H2 =
 φ2 + iφ5
φ8 + iφ11
 , HS =
 φ3 + iφ6
φ9 + iφ12
 . (2)
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The numbering of the real scalar φi fields is chosen for convenience when writing the mass matrices
for the scalar particles, and the subscript S is the flavour index for the Higgs field singlet under
S(3). Hi with i = 1, 2 are the components of the S(3) doublet field. In the analysis, it is better to
introduce nine real quadratic forms xi invariant under SU(2)× U(1)
x1 = H
†
1H1, x4 = R
(
H†1H2
)
, x7 = I
(
H†1H2
)
,
x2 = H
†
2H2, x5 = R
(
H†1HS
)
, x8 = I
(
H†1HS
)
,
x3 = H
†
SHS , x6 = R
(
H†2HS
)
, x9 = I
(
H†2HS
)
.
(3)
Now, it is a simple matter to write down the potential
V = µ21 (x1 + x2) + µ
2
0x3 + ax
2
3 + b (x1 + x2)x3 + c (x1 + x2)
2
−4dx27 + 2e [(x1 − x2)x6 + 2x4x5] + f
(
x25 + x
2
6 + x
2
8 + x
2
9
)
+g
[
(x1 − x2)2 + 4x24
]
+ 2h
(
x25 + x
2
6 − x28 − x29
)
.
(4)
where the µ20,1 parameters have dimensions of mass squared and the eight real couplings a, · · · , h
are dimensionless free parameters. The S(3) invariant Higgs potential in Eq. (4) has a minimum
at
φ7 = v1 , φ8 = v2 , φ9 = v3 , φi = 0, i 6= 7, 8, 9 , (5)
where we have adopted for convenience vev’s vi (i = 1, 2, 3) which do not have any complex relative
phase, vi ∈ <. Such a minimum determines vector boson masses through the Higgs mechanism; in
particular, for the charged gauge bosons W± one obtains m2W = (g
2/2)
∑3
i=1 v
2
i , with g standing
for the SU(2) coupling constant. In a standard notation we can write vi = v coswi where v = 246
GeV is the electroweak scale and their w′is are three free parameters. Now we can rewrite the
potential V and express it in a simple matrix form as
V (X) = ATX+
1
2
XTBX, (6)
with the vector X given by
XT = (x1, x2, x3, . . . , x9) , (7)
A is a mass parameter vector,
AT =
(
µ21, µ
2
1, µ
2
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
)
(8)
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and B is a 9× 9 real parameter symmetric matrix
B =

2(c+ g) 2(c− g) b 0 0 2e 0 0 0
2(c− g) 2(c+ g) b 0 0 −2e 0 0 0
b b 2a 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 8g 4e 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 4e 2(f + 2h) 0 0 0 0
2e −2e 0 0 0 2(f + 2h) 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 −8d 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2(f − 2h) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2(f − 2h)

. (9)
The minimization conditions give us three equations determined by demanding the vanishing of
∂V/∂φi. Then we get the mass parameters µ1 and µ0 given as
µ21 = − (b+ f + 2h) v23 − 2 (c+ g)
(
v21 + v
2
2
)
+
3e(v21 − 2v1v2 − v22)v3
v1 − v2 , (10)
and
µ20 = −
[
2av23 + (b+ f + 2h)
(
v21 + v
2
2
)− e(3v21 − v22
v3
)
v2
]
. (11)
From these, the following relationship among the Higgs vev’s is obtained:
v1 =
√
3v2. (12)
This relationship between v1 and v2 is similar to the condition imposed in Ref. [31] to generate
the Nearest Neighbour Interaction (NNI) mass matrices in the context of the SM ⊗S(3) with two
texture zeroes. Eqs. (10-12) reduce the number of free parameters from thirteen to ten. In this
model, the Higgs boson masses are obtained by diagonalizing the 12× 12 mass matrix,
(M2H)ij =
1
2
∂2V
∂φi∂φj
∣∣∣∣
mim
, (13)
with i, j = 1, 12. We have
M2H = diag
(
M2C ,M
2
C ,M
2
S ,M
2
P
)
. (14)
The 3 × 3 symmetric and Hermitian sub-matrices M2C , M2S, M2P, are respectively the charged,
scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs mass matrix. After diagonalizing the mass matrices, the masses of
the physical charged, scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs bosons are obtained. From the minimization
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condition (12), expressing the vev’s of the Higgs fields as vi = v cosωi and the relationship v
2 =∑3
i=1 v
2
i , the mass matrix M2H can be parametrized with eight free parameters and ω3 given as
tanω3 =
2v2
v3
(15)
where sinω3 = 2v2/v and cosω3 = v3/v.
A. S(3)-Higgs mass matrices
The S(3)HDM involves twelve independent scalar fields; three of them can be identified with the
would be Goldstone bosons W±, Z and the remaining nine correspond to physical Higgs particles.
The proper Goldstone and Higgs fields are found through a diagonalization of the Higgs mass
matrix (ref). The Higgs boson masses in this model are obtained by diagonalizing the exact and
explicit 12× 12 mass matrix in Eq. (14),
M2C =

c11 c12 c13
c22 c23
c33
 , M2S =

s11 s12 s13
s22 s23
s33
 , M2P =

p11 p12 p13
p22 p23
p33
 (16)
with the following matrix entries
c11 = −4gv22 − (4ev2 + f ′v3)v3
c12 = 2
√
3(2gv2 + ev3)v2
c13 =
√
3 (2ev2 + f
′v3) v2
c22 = −12gv22 − (8ev2 + f ′v3) v3
c23 = (2ev2 + f
′v3) v2
c33 = −4v3
v22
(
2ev2 + f
′v3
)
.
s11 = 12(c+ g)v
2
2
s12 = 2
√
3 (2(c+ g)v2 + 3ev3) v2
s13 = 2
√
3 (3ev2 + (b+ f
′)v3) v2
s22 = 4 ((c+ g)v2 − 3ev3) v2
s23 = 2 (3ev2 + (b+ f
′)v3) v2
s33 = −8ev
2
2
v3
+ 4av23.
p11 = −4
(
(d+ g)v22 + ev2v3 + hv
2
3
)
p12 = 2
√
3 (2(d+ g)v2 + ev3) v2
p13 = 2
√
3(ev2 + 2hv3)v2
p22 = −12(d+ g)v22 − 8ev2v3 − 4hv23
p23 = 2(ev2 + 2hv3)v2
p33 = −8v
2
2
v3
(ev2 + 2hv3).
(17)
where f ′ ≡ f + 2h.The physical Higgs masses are found from the diagonalization process
[M2diag]i = RTiM2iRi i = c, s, p (18)
where the indices c, s, p stand for charged, scalar and pseudoscalar respectively. Then, the rotation
matrices Ri are
Ri =

−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1


1/2 −√3/2 0
√
3/2 1/2 0
0 0 1
 ·Qi, i = c, s, p (19)
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the mixing matrix Qi is
Qi =

1 0 0
0 cos θi sin θi
0 −sin θi cos θi
 i = C, S, P (20)
with
tan θS =
2s13√
3(m2H1 − s33)
, tan θC = tan θP =
1
tanω3
. (21)
We start by considering the Higgs mass matrix M2s for the CP-even Higgs. Defining the physical
mass eigenstates m2h0 , m
2
H1
, and m2H2 , the physical Higgs masses are found from the diagonalization
process.The physical masses for the CP-even Higgs boson scalars are:
m2h0 = −18ev2v3
m2H1,H2 = (M2a +M2c)±
√
(M2a −M2c)2 + (M2b)2,
(22)
where
M2a = v2(8(c+ g)v2 + 3ev3)
M2b = 4v2 (3ev2 + (b+ f + 2h)v3)
M2c = −
4ev32
v3
+ 2av23,
(23)
The scalar Higgs mass matrixM2s is diagonalized by a rotation matrix Rs given by Eq. (20) which
is parametrized with
tan θS =
2s13√
3(m2H1 − s33)
=
M2b
2M2a −m2H2
(24)
where s13 and s33 are obtained from Eq. (17). The charged Higgs mass matrixM2c is diagonalized
by a rotation matrix Rc in Eq. (20), and the charged Higgs boson masses are
m2
H±1
= − (10ev2 + (f + 2h)v3) v3 − 16gv22, m2H±2 = −
v2
v3
(2ev2 + (f + 2h)v3) .
The resulting squared masses for the CP-odd pseudoscalar bosons Higgs are
m2A1 = −16(d+ g)v22 − 10ev2v3 − 4hv23,
m2A2 = −
2(ev2 + 2hv3)(4v
2
2 + v
2
3)
v3
.
(25)
Of the original twelve scalar degrees of freedom, three Goldstone bosons (G± and G0) are
absorbed by W± and Z. The remaining nine physical Higgs particles are three CP−even scalars
(h0 and H1, H2, with mh0 ≤ mH1 ≤ mH2), two CP -odd scalars (A1, and A2, with mA1 ≤ mA2),
and two charged Higgs pairs (H±1,2, mass degenerate).
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B. The S(3)HDM free parameter space
The Higgs mass matrix M2H contains ten real free independent parameters, namely, µ0, µ1 , eight
dimensionless parameters a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, and the three vacuum expectation values v1 = v cosω1,
v2 = v cosω2, v3 = v cosω3 . These thirteen free parameters may be readily expressed in terms
two free parameters and seven Higgs mass eigenvalues as follows: first, we use the minimization
conditions to eliminate µ0, µ1 and v1, it reduces the number of free parameters from thirteen to
ten, we then use the vev relation v21 + v
2
2 + v
2
3 = v
2 = 246 GeV and the seven squared Higgs mass
eigenvalue equations. We end up with two free parameters namely the vev ω3 and the scalar Higgs
mixing angle θS .
Higgs boson masses are not determined a priori within the theory and their decay patterns
depend strongly on the masses. In order to determine the possible decay modes and branching
ratios, it is necessary to investigate the change of mass spectrum with respect to the quadrilinear
a, · · · , h couplings. For simplicity, we assume in our numerical analysis the following values for
these dimensionless parameters a = 1, b = 1, c = 1, d = −1, e = −1, f = 3/2, g = 1, h = 1/2,
which guarantees that matrix B, Eq. (9), will be positive definite, and v2 = 246(sinω3)/2 GeV,
v3 = 246 cosω3 GeV, −pi ≤ ω3 ≤ pi. Figure 1 shows the masses of three CP-even Higgs scalars
with respect to ω3. The quadrilinear a, . . . , h couplings are functions of θS and w3, and are related
mh0 ... ... ....
mH1
mH2
-----
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
Ω3
200
400
600
800
1000
The CP-even Higgs boson masses HGeVL
FIG. 1. The masses of three CP-even Higgs scalars with respect to ω3, −pi ≤ ω3 ≤ pi. The dashed line is for
H1, the solid line is for H2 and the dotted line is for h0.
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to the masses of the Higgs bosons by
a =
9M2cv23 − 2m2h0v22
18v43
b =
2m2h0v
2 + 9M2bv3
36v2v23
+
m2
H±2
v2
c =
m2
H±2
4v2
−
m2h0 − 9(m2H±1 −m
2
H±2
+ 2M2a)
144v22
d =
1
16
m2A2 −m2A1 +m2H±1 −m2H±2
v22
−
m2A2 −m2H±2
4v2

e = − m
2
h0
(18v2v3)
f =
1
18
9(m2A2 − 2m2H±2 )
v2
+
m2h0
v23

g =
4m2h0 − 9(m2H±1 −m
2
H±2
)
144v22
−
m2
H±2
4v2
h =
1
36
(
m2h0
v23
− 9m
2
A2
v2
)
.
(26)
where
M2a =
1
4
(
m2H1 +m
2
H2 − (m2H1 −m2H2) cos 2θS
)
M2b = (M2a −M2c) tan 2θS
M2c =
1
4
(
m2H1 +m
2
H2 + (m
2
H1 −m2H2) cos 2θS
)
.
(27)
Figure 2 shows the behavior of the quadrilinear couplings in Eq. (26) where we have taken θS = pi/3
and ω3 as a free parameter, Eq. (15). It is possible to specify a value for ω3 and from this, determine
a mass spectrum of Higgs bosons. For example, for ω3 = 1, quadrilinear couplings take the values:
a = 5.33, b = 0.16, c = 0.78, d = −0.22, e = −1.94, f = 3.28, g = 0.93, h = 0.46,
fixing the Higgs mass spectrum to mh0 = 693 GeV, mH1 = 790 GeV, mH2 = 125 GeV,mH±1
=
181 GeV, mH±2
= 268 GeV,mA1 = 334 GeV, mA2 = 265 GeV.
III. TRILINEAR SELF-COUPLINGS OF NEUTRAL HIGGS BOSONS
The measurement of the Higgs self-coupling is crucial to determine the Higgs potential. Self-
couplings are uniquely determined in the SM by the mass of the Higgs boson, which is related to
the quadrilinear coupling λ through MH =
√
2λv. The trilinear and quadrilinear vertices of the
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FIG. 2. The quadrilinear a, . . . , h couplings with respect to ω3, in the range −pi/2 ≤ ω3 ≤ pi/2. The ω3
values close to zero are on the order of tenths, tanω3 ∼ 0.09. When ω3 approaches to pi/2, tanω3 diverges.
Higher values are acceptable for tanω3 = 5. If tanω3 = 1, and then the mass spectrum of bosons Higgs is:
mh0 = 677 GeV, mH1 = 516 GeV, mH2 = 125 GeV, mA1 = 879 GeV, mA2 = 248 GeV, mH±1
= 175 GeV,
mH±2
= 350 GeV. Where a ∼ 1, b ∼ 0.5, c ∼ 1.3, d ∼ −5.4, e ∼ −1.7, f ∼ 3.4, g ∼ 1, h ∼ 0.2.
Higgs field H are given by the coefficients:
λHHH = λv =
M2H
2v
, λHHHH =
λ
4
=
M2H
8v2
. (28)
The following definitions are often used:
λijk =
−i∂3V
∂Hi∂Hj∂Hk
, (29)
which are most easily obtained from the corresponding derivatives of V in Eq. (4) with respect
to the fields {φi} with i = 1, · · · , 12. We can then write the trilinear couplings in terms of the
derivatives of the potential (4) with respect to φi and the elements of the rotation matrix R Eq. (19)
as
λijk = N
∑
lmn
RilRjmRkn
∂3V
∂φi∂φj∂φk
, (30)
where the indices l, m, n refer to the weak field basis, and l ≤ m ≤ n = 1, 2, 3, N is a factor of n!
for n identical fields. We now proceed to obtain these couplings in an explicit form. The trilinear
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self-couplings almn =
∂3V
∂φi∂φj∂φk
among the neutral Higgs bosons can be written as
a1,1,1 = 6
√
6(c+ g)v2, a1,1,2,=
√
2(2(c+ g)v2 + 3ev3),
a1,1,3 =
√
2(3ev2 + (b+ f + 2h)v3), a1,2,2 = 2
√
6(c+ g)v2,
a1,2,3 = 3
√
6ev2, a1,3,3 =
√
6(b+ f + 2h)v2,
a2,2,2 = 3
√
2(2(c+ g)v2 − ev3), a2,2,3 =
√
2((b+ f + 2h)v3 − 3ev2),
a2,3,3 =
√
2(b+ f + 2h)v2, a3,3,3 = 6
√
2av3.
(31)
Then, here we have ten trilinear Higgs scalar self-couplings and substituting for the elements of
the rotation matrix, Eq. (19), one obtains
λ1,1,1 = 6v (λ1sω3 + λ2cω3) , λ2,2,2 = 6v (λ3sω3 + λ4cω3) ,
λ3,3,3 = 6v (λ5sω3 + λ6cω3) , λ1,1,2 = 2v (λ7sω3 + λ8cω3) ,
λ1,1,3 = 2v (λ9sω3 + λ10cω3) , λ1,2,2 = 2v (λ11sω3 + λ12cω3) ,
λ1,2,3 = v (λ13sω3 + λ14cω3) , λ1,3,3 = 2v (λ15sω3 + λ16cω3) ,
λ2,2,3 = 2v (λ17sω3 + λ18cω3) , λ2,3,3 = 2v (λ19sω3 + λ20cω3) .
(32)
λ1, . . . , λ20 depend on the quadrilinear coupling parameters of the Higgs potential Eq. (4) and the
mixing angle θS Eq. (24). For example, one can use the results of the appendix to compute the
first λh0h0h0 = λ1,1,1, these results are given in Appendix A,
λh0h0h0 =
√
3
4 v
[
2(18as3θS + (b+ f + 2h)(3c
2
θS
+ 1)sθS − 9ec3θS + 3ecθS )cω3
+(3(b+ f + 2h)(cθS − 1)s2θS + 2(c+ g))(9c3θS − 3c2θS + cθS − 3)
−3e(3cθS (cθS + 1)− 1)sθS )sω3] .
(33)
Where sθS = sin θS , cθS = cos θS , sω3 = sinω3, and cω3 = cosω3
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Here, we present numerical results considering that one of the CP-even Higgs scalar boson
behaves like the Higgs boson of the Standard Model, where the mass of the lightest Higgs scalar
is significantly smaller than the masses of the other six Higgs bosons of the model. We assume
that it is light and its mass is around 125 GeV. In our analysis we propose H2 as our candidate.
The other Higgs bosons have consequently masses of the order of ∼ 500 GeV and without loss
of generality and for the sake of simplicity, we consider that their masses are not equal. Figure
3 shows the trilinear couplings by CP-even Higgs bosons as a function of the mixing angle θS ,
12
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FIG. 3. The trilinear couplings by CP-even Higgs bosons, λ′ijk = λijk/(125 GeV)
2 with i, j, k = h0, H1,2,
as a function of the mixing angle −pi ≤ θS ≤ pi, Eq. (24), where tanω3 = 1.
Eq. (24), where we have fixed tanω3 = 1. The higher strength coupling corresponds to λh0h0h0 and
λH2H2H2 , whereas that λH1H1H1 became very small,
λh0h0h0 ∼ λH2H2H2 > λH1H1H1 ,
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followed by λh0h0H2 , λh0h0H1 (λh0H2H2) and others. We proposed that the lightest is H1 and its
trilinear coupling has the lowest intensity. Although there are couplings equal in shape, they are
different in intensity. Comparing these results only with the SM trilinear coupling, we see that
our values are within acceptance ranges in the literature, but they are richer for a Higgs potential
analysis, enabling better understanding of the spontaneous weak symmetry breaking. Furthermore,
when comparing the self-couplings of the Higgs boson as a function of the two mixing angles θS
and ω3, there is a symmetry, Figure 4. This allows us to characterize different Higgs bosons. The
mass of the Higgs boson is fixed through ω3 and couplings are also determined by mixing Higgs
bosons depending on θS . Our results are normalized (Mh = 125 GeV) in Figure 3, but with either
parametrization three scalar bosons dependence is observed. See figure 4. We can analyze the
behavior of the couplings, depending on the mass of the boson MH2 through ω3, see Figure 5.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We studied only the scalar sector assuming the pseudoscalars to be too heavy to be relevant. In
this work we have analyzed the complete scalar sector of an S(3) flavour model. We deal with three
CP -even, two CP -odd and two sets of charged scalar particles. We have improved our potential
minimization technique which enabled us to explore a larger region of the allowed parameter space.
We have studied in detail the trilinear couplings of the lightest Higgs boson of this model. Within
the allowed domain of the parameter space of the model, the trilinear Higgs couplings have a strong
dependence on tanω3 = 2v2/v3 and tan θS . The extended Higgs spectrum in S(3) models gives rise
to numbers of trilinear couplings. The hhh coupling can be measured in hh continuum production
linear colliders as at e+e−.
14
FIG. 4. The trilinear couplings by CP-even Higgs bosons, λ′ijk = λijk/(125 GeV)
2 with i, j, k = h, H1,2, as
a function of the mixing angle −pi ≤ θS ≤ pi, and −pi ≤ ω3 ≤ pi.
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FIG. 5. The trilinear couplings by CP-even Higgs bosons, λ′′ijk = λijk/(mH2)
2 with i, j, k = h0, H1,2, as a
function of the mixing angle −pi/2 ≤ θS ≤ pi/2, and 0.1 ≤ ω3 ≤ 1.5.
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Appendix A: Trilinear couplings λi,j,k
For completeness, we show the explicit neutral scalar Higgs bosons self-couplings.
λh0h0h0 = 6v (λ1sω3 + λ2cω3) ,
λ1 =
3
√
3
4
(b+ f + 2h)(cθS − 1)s2θS
λ2 =
2
√
3
4
(
18as3θS + [(b+ f + 2h)sθS − 3ecθS ] (3c2θS + 1)
)
+2(c+ g)(9c3θS − 3c2θS + cθS − 3)− 3e(3cθS (cθS + 1)− 1)sθS
λH1H1H1 = 6v (λ3sω3 + λ4cω3) ,
λ3 =
1
4
[
(b+ f + 2h)(cθS + 3)s
2
θS
+ 6(c+ g)(c3θS + c
2
θS
+ cθS + 9)
−3e((cθS − 3)cθS − 3)sθS ]
λ4 =
1
2
[
6as3θS + (b+ f + 2h)(c
2
θS
+ 3)sθS − 3ecθS (c2θS − 3)
]
λH2H2H2 = 6v (λ5sω3 + λ6cω3) ,
λ5 = 2
[
(b+ f + 2h)c2θS + 6(c+ g)s
2
θS
+ 3ecθSsθS
]
λ6 = −4
[
6ac3θS + s
2
θS
((b+ f + 2h)cθS + 3esθS )
]
λh0h0H1 = 2v (λ7sω3 + λ8cω3) ,
λ7 =
1
4
[
3(b+ f + 2h)(3cθS + 1)s
2
θS
+2(c+ g)(cθS (3cθS (9cθS + 1)− 5) + 27)− 3e(9c2θS − 3cθS + 5)sθS
]
λ8 =
1
4
[
54as3θS + (b+ f + 2h)(9c
2
θS
− 5)sθS − 3ecθS (9c2θS + 5)
]
(A1)
λh0h0H2 = 2v (λ9sω3 + λ10cω3) ,
λ9 =
1
2
(2sθS (3(b(1− cθS ) + (9c− f + 9g − 2h)cθS − 2c+ f − 2g + 2h)cθS + g)
+3(b+ f + 2h)s3θS + 2csθS − 9e(2cθS + 1)s2θS + 3ecθS (3cθS (cθS + 1)− 1)
)
λ10 = 6(−9a+ b+ f + 2h)cθSs2θS − (b+ f + 2h)(3c3θS + cθS )− 3e(9c2θS − 1)sθS
λh0H1H1 = 2v (λ11sω3 + λ12cω3) ,
λ11 =
√
3
4
(
(b+ f + 2h)(3cθS + 5)s
2
θS
+ 2(c+ g)(9c3θS + 5c
2
θS
+ cθS − 27)
+3e((5− 3cθS )cθS + 1)sθS )
λ12 =
√
3
2
(
18as3θS + (b+ f + 2h)(3c
2
θS
+ 1)sθS − 9ec3θS + 3ecθS
)
λh0H1H2 = v (λ13sω3 + λ14cω3) ,
λ13 =
√
3 (−2((b(1 + cθS )− 9ccθS − 2c+ cθSf − 9cθSg + 2(cθS + 1)h+ f − 2g)cθS + g)sθS
+(b+ f + 2h)s3θS − 2csθS + 3e(1− 2cθS )s2θS + 3ecθS ((cθS − 1)cθS + 1)
)
λ14 = 2
√
3
(
(2(−9a+ b+ f + 2h)s2θS − (b+ f + 2h)(c2θS − 1)− 9ecθSsθS )cθS − 3esθS
)
(A2)
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λh0H2H2 = 2v (λ15sω3 + λ16cω3) ,
λ15 =
√
3
(
−2((b+ f − 9g + 2h)cθS − 9ccθS + c+ g)s2θS + (b+ f + 2h)(cθS − 1)c2θS
+3ecθS (2cθS + 1)sθS − 3es3θS
)
λ16 = 2
√
3sθS
(
18ac2θS − (b+ f + 2h)(2c2θS − s2θS )− 9ecθSsθS
)
λH1H1H2 = 2v (λ17sω3 + λ18cω3) ,
λ17 =
1
2
(−2((b(cθS + 3) + (−9c+ f − 9g + 2h)cθS − 6c+ 3f − 6g + 6h)cθS − 3g)sθS
+(b+ f + 2h)s3θS + 6csθS + 3e(3− 2cθS )s2θS + 3ecθS ((cθS − 3)cθS − 3)
)
λ18 = 2(−9a+ b+ f + 2h)cθSs2θS − (b+ f + 2h)(c2θS + 3)cθS − 9e(c2θS − 1)sθS
λH1H2H2 = 2v (λ19sω3 + λ20cω3) ,
λ19 = 2(−(b+ f − 9g + 2h)cθS + c(9cθS + 3) + 3g)s2θS
+(b+ f + 2h)(cθS + 3)c
2
θS
+ 3ecθS (2cθS − 3)sθS − 3es3θS
λ20 = 2
(
18ac2θS − (b+ f + 2h)(2c2θS − s2θS )− 9ecθSsθS
)
.
(A3)
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